
APTI PLUS 

ACADEMY FOR CIVIL SERVICES 
 

1. What do you understand by the term “Conflict Of Interest “. Suggest principles to be 

followed for managing conflict of interest in public duty .Narrate one incident in your 

life when you were faced with such Conflict and how you resolved the same. (150 words) 

Answer: OECD definition: A conflict of interest involves a conflict between the public duty 

and private interests of a public official in which the public official has private capacity 

interest which could improperly influence the performance of their official duties and 

responsibilities. 

Following core principles must be observed for managing conflict of interest: 

a. Serving the Public interest: Decisions to be taken as per law and rules. 

b. Supporting transparency and scrutiny in all decision making and outcomes. 

c. Promoting individual responsibility and personal example: By acting always in a way so 

that their integrity and individual responsibility can set example for other officials. 

d. Engendering an organizational culture which is intolerant of Conflict of Interest. 

 

Incident – I was the school teacher when I was approached by father of a child who was not 

performing well in class , to take private tuitions for the child after school hours at a higher 

rate than what the school was providing me . I refused the offer as according to my school 

policy private tuitions was not allowed and also taking private tuitions would affect my 

primary responsibility of tutoring the children in school properly. Instead of giving private 

tuitions I along with other teachers started giving the child more attention so that he could do 

better in exams.I was able to resolve the issue through following the principles of – abiding 

by rules and regulations. 

 

2. What do you understand by the following terms in the context of public service .( 50 

words each ) 

a. Intellectual Integrity 

b. Illegal Gratification  

c. Bureaucratic Inertia 

d. Fortitude  

 

Answer: 

a. Intellectual Integrity – It is defined as recognition of the need to be true to one‟s own 

thinking and to hold oneself to the same standards one expects others to meet. It is to practice 

what one advocates to others and to honestly admit discrepancies and inconsistencies in one‟s 

own thoughts and action. 

 

b. Illegal Gratification -   It is defined as taking gratification other than legal remuneration in 

respect of an official act.  Gratification is not limited to pecuniary gratifications or to 

gratifications estimable in money. It also includes favouring or disfavouring one person over 

the other. Ex: The 2G spectrum scam involved politicians and government officials in India 



illegally undercharging mobile telephony companies for frequency allocation licenses, which 

they would then use to create 2G spectrum subscriptions for cell phones. 

c. Bureaucratic Inertia - Bureaucratic inertia is the inevitable tendency 

of bureaucratic organizations to perpetuate the established procedures and modes, even if 

they are counterproductive and/or diametrically opposed to established organizational 

goals. This unchecked growth may continue independently of the organization‟s success or 

failure. Through bureaucratic inertia, organizations tend to take on a life of their own beyond 

their formal objectives. 

 

d. Fortitude –Fortitude refers to the strength of mind that gives one the capacity to endure 

adversity with courage. Any individual engaged in public service will face multiple 

challenges in the fulfilment of their goals. A person with fortitude will not give up easily, and 

despite disappointing results or setbacks, will continually fight to improve the system. 

 

3. What do you understand by Civil Services Neutrality and also discuss its significance. 

(150 words) 

Answer: Civil service neutrality is one of the foundational values that should be imbibed by 

a civil servant. Neutrality mans that a civil servant should not have any political affiliations 

and that change of political leadership should have no effect on the civil servant offering 

unbiased technical advice to his political master. Neutrality requires that a civil servant can‟t 

campaign or join any political party and should serve every politician without fear or favour. 

a. If Civil services neutrality is not observed it will lead to breakdown of the civil-minister 

relationship as the latter will lose trust and faith in the civil servant. 

b. If neutrality is not observed by civil servant then it will lead to a system of nepotism. The 

quality of public service will decline soon. 

c. Civil services neutrality has helped in the growth of merit system which ensures that the 

only the best and the brightest are made civil servants. 

d. A neutral civil servant will have the the trust of his / her political boss in the objectivity of 

his advice. His / her advice will be given due importance. 

 

The recent trend of using transfer and posting to reward the corrupt and punish the honest is a 

threat to civil services neutrality. There is a need to guard against this trend . A strong and 

enforceable code of ethics for civil servants as well as ministers is needed to maintain the 

trust between the two. 

Ideologies and party change with each election . In such a scenario a neutral and depoliticized 

bureaucracy is he foremost requirement. Hence every civil servant must foremost imbibe the 

value of neutrality to serve the system to the best of his abilities. 

4. Discuss about the role of family and society in inculcating values to individuals. (150 

words) 

Answer: 

 The family and society is important in developing the moral values of child. There is a 

close contact between the parents and children, which determine the personality of child. 

Family is the foundation on which values are built. 



 Moral values like truthfulness, happiness, peace, justice are instilled in children‟s 

thoughts, feelings and actions and they function as ideals and standards that govern their 

actions in their life. The value system practised in the family becomes automatic to the 

young family members if they are taught moral values systematically. 

 The family, shapes the child‟s attitude towards people and society, and helps in mental 

growth in the child and supports his ambitions and values. Blissful and cheerful 

atmosphere in the family will develop the love, affection, tolerance, and generosity. A 

child learns his behaviour by modelling what he sees around him. 

 Family plays a major role in helping a child socialize and has great influence and bearing 

on the progress of the child. Joint family system, the presence of elders in the family 

plays the effective role in social and moral development of the children. It will also help 

young generation of the family to imbibe human values and eradicate their negative 

mental tendencies when they are among elders. 

 Children identify themselves with their parents, other family elders and adopt them as 

their personal models for emulation and imitation. The behavioural problems are set 

correct only by the involvement of family in the child‟s life as they spend most of their 

time in adolescence with the parents. 

 Family is the first social organisation that provides the immediate proximity from which 

the kid can learn his behaviour. 

 Social standards and customs defined by a family provide the emotional and physical 

basis for a child. Values developed by a family are the foundation for how children learn, 

grow and function in the world. These beliefs, transmits the way of life a child lives and 

changes into an individual in a society. These values and morals guides the individual 

every time in his actions. Children turn out to be a good person because of the value 

taught and given by his family members Ideas passed down from generation to generation 

make up a family values. Customs and Traditions followed and taught by the family leads 

a disciplined and organized life. 

 Families values helps the child to stand strong on his views despite others efforts to break 

through with opposing beliefs. A child has a strong sense of what is right and wrong and 

are less likely to become victims of deviant influences. 

5. Explain Jeremy Bentham’s concept of Gross or Quantitative Utilitarianism.( 150 

words ) 

Answer: Bentham‟s argues for weighing pleasures and pains in our actions. An action is 

right if it produces pleasures. An action is wrong if it produces pain. The worth of an action 

consists in its utility to produce pleasure and to avoid pain. Bentham believes that all 

pleasures are alike. Pleasures do not have qualitative differences. Pleasures have only 

quantitative differences i.e. they are more or they are less. Bentham argues that the quantity 

of pleasure remaining the same, pushpin (a game) is as good as poetry (i.e. there is no 

qualitative difference between the two). 

Bentham argues that each man desires his own happiness. Each man‟s happiness is good for 

him. Therefore general happiness is good for all. Bentham asserts that by nature man is 

egoistic and selfish. Man can be altruistic only when, by being altruistic he satisfies his own 

desire too. Here Bentham suggests the moral standard of “the greatest happiness of the 

greatest number of people”. Bentham formulated a calculus to calculate the pleasure 

generated by any action. 



The theory of Bentham has been amended by Mill to incorporate the qualitative aspect of 

happiness which was neglected by Bentham. 

 

6. What do you understand by the term Attitude? Discuss in brief about the 

components of Attitude. (150 words) 

Answer: Attitude refers to a psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a 

particular object with some degree of favour or disfavour. “Object “includes people, things, 

events and issues. Attitudes are the feelings and beliefs that determine the behaviour of the 

persons. They provide framework for responding in a particular fashion. 

The attitude may be positive or negative. The positive attitudes yield favourable behaviour 

and the negative attitudes yield unfavourable behaviour. Therefore all variables must be 

identified and analysed which help in the formation of favourable attitudes . the persons 

having positive attitudes towards the job and organisation may contribute their best to the 

organisation. 

Components of Attitude: 

a. Cognitive Component: The cognitive component of attitudes refers to the beliefs, thoughts 

and attributes we associate with an object.  

b. Affective Component: The affective component of attitudes refers to feelings or emotions 

(eg fear, sympathy, hate, pleasure) linked to an attitude object. Affect plays a very important 

role in attitude formation. Also, affect is a common component in attitude change, 

persuasion, social influence and even decision making. How we feel about an outcome may 

override purely cognitive rationales. 

c. Behavioural Component: refers to a tendency or a predisposition to act in a certain manner. 

The predisposition to behave in a certain manner may be caused by affective and cognitive 

components. 

7. What do you understand by the term Administrator and Leader? Also bring out the 

differences between the two terms.( 150 words ) 

Answer: Administration is defined as a process of working with and through others to 

accomplish the agreed goals efficiently. An administrator then is one who is responsible for 

carrying out this process. Administrative theorists describe the essential roles and tasks of 

administration as planning, organizing, leading and controlling.  

However, leadership is the exercise of high level conceptual sills and decisiveness. It is 

envisioning mission, developing strategy, inspiring people and changing culture. 

Administrators are appointed. They have a legitimate power base and can reward and punish. 

Their ability to influence is founded upon formal authority inherent in their positions. In 

contrast, leaders may either be appointed or emerge from within a group. Leaders can 

influence others to perform beyond the actions directed by formal authority. In this sense 

administrators get other people to do, but leaders get other people to want to do. 



Leaders initiate new structures or procedures to achieve organizational goals or objectives, 

whereas administrators utilize existing structures or procedures for this purpose. An 

administrator does the thing right while a leader does the right thing. 

 

8. Examine the difference between Laws and Rules. Also explain with example how 

both Laws and Rules help in guiding our ethical behaviour.( 150 words ) 

Answer: 

 The main difference between rules and laws is the consequences associated with breaking 

them. While each is developed to invoke a sense of order, fair play, and safety, the weight 

of a law is much heavier than the weight of a rule. 

 Laws are like the legal version of rules. When you are a child, a parent sets rules to be 

followed. When you are in a society, the government sets laws to be followed. 

 Laws are written in specific code so that they can be interpreted as needed. When you 

break a law there is legal action that follows. 

 Rules are more flexible and carry low end consequences. You can set up rules for games, 

rules for the home, even rules for fighting. Rules are often adjusted as the conditions and 

circumstances of change. 

 Laws must be passed through due process in order to take effect. A law starts off as a bill, 

and must go through a series of checks, balances, and votes in order to become a law. 

Rules are merely set and adjusted as the need arises. 

 Rules help us learn to prepare for living in society. As youngsters, we tend to learn that 

there are rules about hitting, stealing, lying, and being wasteful. Laws are not meant to set 

teaching boundaries, but are there to be enforced. 

9. Bring out the arguments for and against Legalizing Euthanasia in India. (200 words) 

Answer: Euthanasia (“good death”) is the practice of intentionally ending a life in order to 

relieve pain and suffering. It is also known as „mercy killing‟. In many countries, there is a 

divisive public controversy over the moral, ethical, and legal issues of euthanasia. Euthanasia 

is categorized in different ways, which include voluntary, non-voluntary, or involuntary. 

Euthanasia is also classified into active and passive Euthanasia. 

 

Arguments For: 

a. That people have a right to self-determination, and thus should be allowed to choose their 

own fate. 

 

b. Assisting a subject to die might be a better choice than requiring that they continue to 

suffer. 

 

c. The distinction between passive euthanasia, which is often permitted, and active 

euthanasia, which is not substantive (or that the underlying principle–the doctrine of double 

effect–is unreasonable or unsound); 

 

d. Permitting euthanasia will not necessarily lead to unacceptable consequences. Eg states 

that have legalized - Netherlands and Belgium. 

 



e. Caregivers burden: The caregiver‟s burden is huge and cuts across various domains such as 

financial, emotional, time, physical, mental and social. 

 

F.Refusing care: Right to refuse medical treatment is well recognised in law, including 

medical treatment that sustains or prolongs life.  

 

g. Encouraging the organ transplantation. 

Arguments Against 

a. Not all deaths are painful: 

b. Alternatives, such as cessation of active treatment, combined with the use of effective pain 

relief, are available; 

c. The distinction between active and passive euthanasia is morally significant; and 

d. Legalising euthanasia will place society on a slippery slope, which will lead to 

unacceptable consequences 

e. Other Arguments include: 

 Euthanasia weakens society‟s respect for the sanctity of life. 

 Euthanasia might not be in a person‟s best interests, for example, getting old aged parents 

killed for property will. 

 Belief in God‟s miracle of curing the terminally ill. 

 Prospect of a discovery of the possible cure for the disease in near future. 

f. Practical arguments 

 Proper palliative care makes euthanasia unnecessary. 

 There is no way of properly regulating euthanasia. 

 Allowing euthanasia will lead to less good care for the terminally ill. 

 Allowing euthanasia undermines the commitment of doctors and nurses to saving lives. 

 Euthanasia may become a cost-effective way to treat the terminally ill. 

 Allowing euthanasia will discourage the search for new cures and treatments for the 

terminally. ill. 

 Euthanasia gives too much power to doctors. 

 

Given below are three quotations of great moral thinkers / philosophers. For each of 

these quotations, bring out what it means to you in the present context. 

10. “If one takes care of the means, the end will take care of itself“. – Mahatma Gandhi. 

(150 words) 

Answer: According to Gandhiji, ends and means constitute two aspects of the same reality, 

i.e., two sides of the same coin. They form an organic whole. Ends grow out of the means 

“As are the means, so are the ends”. Gandhiji used to say. He also said, the means may be 

likened to a seed; the ends, to a tree and there is just the same inviolable connection between 

the means and the ends as there is between the seed and the tree.” He argued that the state can 

not attain its ideal character as long as the means are tainted with violence. That is why he 

always laid emphasis on the purity of means to achieve the ends. Impure means cannot 

achieve pure ends. 

 



Relevance: In present day context the concept of Means and Ends is very important in public 

service. As public servants upholding constitutional principles (Means) is of utmost 

importance while taking any decisions even though the end may not be acceptable to a large 

number of people. Eg- providing a free and fair trial to a known terrorist. Even though the 

society is aware that an individual is involved in terrorist activities but since our country has 

well established judicial system it is necessary that the individual is given a fair trial so that 

faith in the rule of law is established amongst the people. 

11. “You can fool some people all the time, and all of the people some of the time, but 

you cannot fool all the people all of the time”- Abraham Lincoln (150 words) 

Answer: The above statement is very important in present day context of transparent public 

service. 

You can fool some people all the time , and all of the people some of the time - The first part 

of the statement reflects that there can be instances when public servant is able to get his way 

through among the people by not following the correct rules , regulations or procedures. For 

eg: The coal allocation procedure that was being followed in the country prior to its 

cancellation by Supreme Court was in clear violation of all the rules and regulations. 

But you cannot fool all the people all of the time – The second part of the statements refers to 

the instance when law catches up on the acts of misdeeds of public servants. The second part 

of the statement has become more so relevant in the modern day world with the emergence of 

tools such as RTI, E-governance, PIL and active and vibrant NGO‟s. 

With the growth of Participative Governance in the country the statement by Abraham 

Lincoln has become more relevant than ever. Public servants should always remember that 

public are not fools and hence they should always act in ethical manner upholding the highest 

constitutional and ethical principles of rule of law, equality, non-discrimination, 

transparency, justice etc. 

12. “Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all “– Aristotle 

(150 words) 

Answer: The above statement is very important in present day context of falling moral 

standards within the society. 

Educating only the mind – The first part of the statement refers to the type of education in 

which emphasis is only given on learning facts of science, history, geography etc. Such a 

type of education does not help the individual to develop critical thinking, neither does it help 

in developing an all round personality of an individual. 

Education of Heart is more important – The second part of statement gives emphasis on such 

a type of education which evokes reasoning and thought with in an individual. Education 

which reaches up to the heart helps the individual in appreciating the wisdom of philosophy, 

ethics, beauty of art etc. 

Education of only the mind leads to a utilitarian approach towards education. Such a type of 

education is imparted so that individual can get good grades and secure a good job. However 

such a type of education neglects the importance of flowering human values within the soul 



of an individual. This can be achieved only when Education reaches its ultimate destination 

within the body of an individual i.e.- the heart. Such an education would generate feelings of 

compassion, empathy within an individual. It would help in curbing the materialistic culture 

of the present society. It would also emphasise on sustainable living. 

Education of heart would help individual to realise that education is a lifelong pursuit and 

hence this would help in developing a feeling of humility amongst the individual as he / she 

would realise that his / her knowledge is limited in comparison to infinite knowledge out 

there in the world. 

13. What do you understand by the term Corporate Governance? Also briefly state the 

need for Corporate Governance in India.( 150 words ) 

Answer: Corporate governance can be defined as a set of system, process and principles, 

which ensure that a company is governed in the best interest of all the stakeholders. It 

ensures: 

 Adequate disclosures and effective decision making to achieve corporate objectives. 

 Transparency in business transactions. 

 Protection of stakeholders interest 

 Statutory and legal compliances 

 Commitment to values and ethical conduct of business 

 Credible and confident investors, which lead to more patient long term capital at low cost. 

Corporate governance helps in ensuring that the corporate sector is accountable to all the 

stakeholders including the society at large. For effective corporate governance, its policies 

need to be such that the directors of the company should not abuse their power and instead 

should understand their duties and responsibilities towards the company and should act in the 

best interests of the company in the broadest sense. The concept of „corporate governance‟ is 

not an end it is just a beginning towards growth of the company for long term prosperity. 

The concept of corporate governance emerged in India after the second half of 1990‟s due to 

economic liberalization and deregulation of industry and business. With the changing times, 

there was also a need for greater accountability of companies to their shareholders and 

customers. It is important that corporate India must commit itself as reliable, innovative and 

prompt service provider to their customers and should also become reliable business partners 

in order to prosper and to have all round growth. Indian Corporate bodies having adopted 

good corporate governance will reach themselves to a benchmark for rest of the world, it 

brings laurel as way of appreciation. The importance of corporate governance lies in 

promoting and maintains integrity, transparency and accountability throughout the 

organization. 

14. You are the District Magistrate in a district of a border state. There has been 

violence in the neighbouring country in the border areas between two communities. The 

minority community of the neighbouring country is being systematically persecuted in 

the violence. This situation has led to exodus of large number of minorities from the 

neighbouring country. These people have started entering illegally in your district. 

Although a number of measures have been taken by the Security personnel to secure 



the border they have failed to prevent the entry of these people. You also have credible 

news that large number of people are waiting to enter your district illegally.  

 

What will you do in such a situation? Some of the options are given below. Evaluate the 

Merits and Demerits of each of these options and finally suggest what course of action 

you would like to take, giving reasons. (250 words) 

 

1. Ensure more security along border areas by getting reinforcement from the Centre. 

2. Ask for Help from NGO and UN Agencies in your district to deal with the emerging 

crisis. 

3. Arrest the persons who have entered illegally into the country. 

4. Deport the persons back to their country as their presence is putting a burden on the 

resources of the district. (300 words) 

 

Answer: 

 

This is a very likely scenario in recent times given the large number of persecution of 

minorities being witnessed in our neighbouring countries. 

1. Merit: Getting more security along the borders would prevent the illegal entry of the 

people from the neighbouring country. 

This measure would also prevent the entry of any person who is inimical to our country‟s 

security. 

 

Demerit: Looking at the issue from only a law and order and security point of view , 

overlooks the most fundamental issue involved in the case which is that of threat to human 

life. Although India is not a signatory to refugee convention but we do have an obligation 

towards the global world of protecting persecuted minorities. 

 

2. Merit: This measure would provide succour to the affected people. It would also improve 

our global standing as a country that provides help to affected people. 

 

Demerit: It could encourage people on the other side of the border to enter the country. It 

could put stress on the limited resources of the district. 

 

3. Merit: This measure is in accordance with the rule of the land as persons have illegally 

entered the country. 

 

Demerit: Arresting refugees / asylum seeker and putting them behind bars is not in sync with 

Indian tradition of providing help to the needy .  

 

4. Merit: Deporting the people back would put the onus back on the concerned neighbouring 

state to get their house in order.  



 

Demerit: Violation of principle of non-refoulement ( although India is not a signatory to the 

Refugee convention but it is considered as a part of customary international law ). 

Also such a move could strain ties with the neighbouring country as it may not accept the 

refugees. 

 

Final Course: 

Provide immediate relief to the refugees that have entered the country. Ensure that they are 

well accounted. Involve the help of UN Agencies and NGO‟s to provide help to the affected 

people. In the meanwhile prepare a detailed report about the emerging scenario and update 

the Central and State government. The issue can be handled primarily at the Central 

Government level which requires diplomacy to work.  

Also regarding the report that people are waiting to enter the district illegally measures have 

to be taken well in advance to prepare for such an eventuality by creating safe zones near 

border area where the refugees can be accommodated. 

 

15. You are the District Magistrate in a district. There is a strong political influence in 

your district and the ruling party is extremely powerful there. The political party 

interferes in the day to day administration of the district and makes it very difficult for 

you to work independently. Very recently, an interview is to take place for the post of 

Anganwadi workers. Before the day of the interview, the local MLA comes to you and 

gives you a list of candidates’ names that you must select in the interview. You know 

very well that if you do not listen to him, he is going to transfer you the very next day. 

You conduct the interview and you find that the recommended candidates are of very 

inferior quality and are not at all eligible for selection. Rather, there were many other 

eligible and talented candidates who really deserved the post. What would you do in 

such a scenario? Would you select the recommended candidates and secure your 

tenure? Or would you select the eligible ones and bear the consequences? (250 words) 

 

Answer: 

 

This is a very common scenario in today‟s administration. There is a lack of transparency in 

most of the selection procedure in interviews for various jobs. This in turn has made our 

system inefficient eventually and needs an immediate and strict monitoring. 

The post being mentioned here is that of the Anganwadi workers. Anganwadi workers are the 

caretakers of pregnant mothers, lactating mothers, child health, etc. in a district. For selecting 

a candidate for such a responsible post, it is very important to check the background, 

educational qualifications and knowledge of the candidate. They must have a proper 

knowledge about the medicines and proper care taking because they are further accountable 

for the lives of thousands of pregnant women and infants.  

A big reason for high maternal mortality rate and infant mortality rate in the country is lack 

of proper knowledge regarding pregnancy and post pregnancy. And Anganwadi workers are 



the agents to promote the right knowledge. Therefore your selection is going to have serious 

implications on the society. 

 

In case if I choose my own benefit, I stake the lives of so many children and their mothers. 

Not in this lone case but in any job selection or any other interview, only the eligible 

candidates must be selected because they will determine the future of the state and eventually 

the country. No threat of career should be able to influence my ethics and my responsibility. 

As a public servant, my role is to take care of the well-being of the society and not my 

personal benefit. Eligible candidates will perform better, and hence will help in the 

development of the society. 

 

16. You are District Collector of a district. The district is infamous for high poverty 

levels.  A new factory has been established in a village of the district, which is offering 

jobs to women. The women of the village find this as a good opportunity to overcome 

their poverty.  Ten poor women belonging to a community that strictly restricts women 

to kitchen decide to go to work in the factory. They want to earn for their families and 

repay mounting debt. They want freedom from moneylenders. But the village 

panchayat warns these women against working in factory. It issues diktat to get money 

from moneylenders instead. These women are also ostracised and humiliated in the 

village by the powerful panchayat members. 

An official from panchayat complains you about this incident. 

Identify ethical issues involved in this case and explain what course of action will you 

take? 

 (200 Words) 
 

Answer: 

 

Constitution of India provides Right to live with dignity under Article 21,Right to work 

without discrimination under Article 16 and Right to freedom under Article 19.In this 

perspective Panchayat banning women from working in factory seems to be against the 

constitutional principles in the first instance. However it needs to be investigated before 

taking a call on it. 

Why women want to work: 

1. To support their family and to become financially independent. 

2. To pay debt and come out of the debt cycle engraved by high rate of interest charged by 

money lenders. 

Why Panchayat have banned women from taking employment:- 

1. Patriarchal society: Giving freedom to women for work goes against this mind-set who 

wants to bound women within the four walls of the house only. 

2. Money lenders don‟t want to lose out on their profits from loans taken by people. So they 

put pressure on panchayat to stop women from taking employment and they continue 

being dependent on money lenders for finance. 

Ethical issues involved: 

1. Protecting the dignity of women. 

2. Saving marginalized sections from the powerful persons in the village. 



3. Upholding constitutional values. Providing an environment so that people can enjoy their 

fundamental rights. 

As a District Collector I will initially investigate the whole matter and in the mean time I will 

order the nearest police station to protect the women against the panchayat ill-conceived 

decision. Once the investigation is complete if panchayat members and all those involved in 

it found guilty then necessary required legal actions will be taken against them. Also women 

who denied the panchayat order needs to be praised and can be projected as role models for 

promoting women employment. A committee can be set up to look into similar matters (if 

exists) in other parts of the district. 

Lastly the root cause of the problem was debt issue because of which all it started so 

awareness needs to be spread about the various employment schemes by the government like 

MGNREGA and other financial schemes. Also more awareness about Skill development 

related issues among the people will help those women who want to work. In order to provide 

women guarantee of their security a separate women police personnel can be designated in 

every police stations to look into such cases along with a helpline number who will be 

guiding the women required steps to get their grievances redressed. 

 

 

17. You are DIG Prison in Mumbai Jail. You receive an information that one of the 

high profile prisoner is getting favourable treatment by the jail authorities. After 

carrying out your own investigation you find the information to be factually correct. 

You also come to know that large amount of money has been paid by the high profile 

prisoner to your higher up authorities to get the favourable treatment. You are in a 

dilemma as to how to stop this practice and also punish the guilty. 

 

What will you do in such a situation? Some of the options are given below. Evaluate the 

Merits and Demerits of each of these options and finally suggest what course of action 

you would like to take, giving reasons. 

 

a. Keep quiet and do not take any action as your seniors are involved in the wrong 

practice. 

b. Inform the media about the wrong practice along with evidences. 

c. Inform your seniors who are in a position to take action. 

d. You take action to stop the practice and also lodge an FIR into the bribery case. 

(250 words) 

 

Answer: Providing favourable treatment to high profile prisoners in our Prison is very 

rampant and reflects the misuse of money and muscle power in our criminal justice system. 

The present case is one which falls in this category, where money has been paid by the 

prisoner to get the favourable treatment. 

 

a. Merit: As the seniors are involved in the case, not taking any action itself is an action. This 

would prevent me from getting any backlash from my seniors. 

Demerit: Not taking any action reflects the breakdown of the law as guilty personnel are 

getting undue benefit due to their money power. Also prison is a place for reforming the 

guilty, but here the prisoner appears to have no intention of getting reformed. 

 

b. Merit: Informing the media by providing them with all the necessary evidences would help 

in making the higher authorities aware of the issue. It would also serve as a deterrent to all 

the persons involved in the case. It would help in stopping the wrong practice. 



Demerit: By informing the media first before taking recourse of the established process 

reflects a mind-set of sensationalism which could prevent a thorough investigation into the 

case. 

 

c. Merit: Informing the seniors who are in a position to take action seems to be a reasonable 

action as necessary action can be taken against the guilty.  

Demerit: It could lead to my transfer as the persons involved in the case are either my seniors 

or have a lot of political clout. 

 

d. Merit: Since the wrong practice is being carried out it needs to be stopped and my action 

would help in stopping it. Also the guilty personnel needs to brought to book and hence my 

action seems justified. 

Demerit: Lodging an FIR against the senior without proper investigation could lead to 

backlash from the establishment. 

 

The final course of action according to me would be : I should collect all the evidences prior 

to initiating any action and get the guilty individuals. Only when all the evidences are there 

should I involve my higher up authorities about the wrong practice being followed in the 

case. Also at my level I should take action to stop the practice immediately. 

 

 

18. During your election duty you caught hold of a vehicle full of cash. On inquiry, it 

was revealed to you that the vehicle belongs to a very popular politician of the region 

and even the exit polls are predicting his victory. The politician calls you up to release 

the vehicle. You try to approach your senior to seek advice but can’t reach him. 

a. What are the options available to you? 

b. What course of action will you take? 

(200 words) 

 

Answer: The election officer is under tremendous pressure from a popular politician who is 

interfering in his duties. This situation depicts an administrative challenge where the officer 

has to find a suitable way out to perform his actions without challenging the politician‟s 

authority. 

The following course of action is in front of me: 

 

As my senior officers are not approachable the onus of decision making lies on the officer 

itself. 

 

a. Directly refusing the politician to accept his orders: As a subordinate it is the duty of the 

officer to obey his superiors in administrative setup, but until the commands do not deviate 

him from his sense of duty and consciousness. As the politician has asked him to perform an 

action away from his line of duty , refusing him will show his uprightness and honesty. 

However this abrupt and rash behaviour can create ripples in the organization which can 

disrupt its working at such crucial time. 

 

b. Accepting politician‟s orders: Blindly accepting politicians orders will show the officer in 

bad light in front of his juniors as well as public. Not only has the officer to perform his 

duties honestly but also is to make sure that the organization‟s public image should not be 

tarnished. Also it is important to boost up the morale of the subordinates to perform the 

action with clear conscience; otherwise it will encourage malpractices in the organization. 



 

c. The best course of action would be to explain the politician that the money caught during 

the raid has been deposited in the government security and only a written order can help him 

retrieve the money packets. Also reason with the politician that it is very difficult to save 

oneself from media glare and any such act will tarnish the image of the politician as well as 

the organization at large. 

 

 

19. You are the Station House Officer of a police station. Recently there was violent 

protest between the Domestic Helps and Residents of a reputed society in your locality 

.There are two versions of the incident emerging – one from the residents and the other 

from the agitators. According to the residents one of the maid was caught stealing from 

the apartment and when she was confronted she ran away from the site calling her 

fellow neighbours who created the ruckus. 

On the other hand the Domestic Workers Union allege that one of the residents had 

manhandled with the maid and hence people were agitated. 

Although the situation has now been brought under control, the residents allege that 

most of the domestic maids in the locality are from a neighbouring country ( as they are 

from minority community ) and they demand them to be deported. 

While the domestic maids union on the other hand have boycotted all the societies in the 

area and have gone on an indefinite strike demanding action against the guilty resident. 

The media has also covered the issue very promptly and hence the case needs to be fast 

tracked.  

 

a. In this context state what would be your action as the SHO of the area.  

b. What can be the long term solution so that such incidents do not occur in future. 

(250 words) 

Answer: Since the incident had led to riot like situation it is extremely important to maintain 

a strict vigil from law and order point of view so that the issue does not flare up again. 

Adequate police presence would be maintained by me in the area. 

 

Actions that I would take: 

 

a. Collect all the evidences with regards to the case , so that a clear picture of the event is 

obtained. Use of CCTV footage, statements of various stakeholders will be taken to ascertain 

the reality behind the incident. 

b. Calling for a meeting of all the stakeholders – Residents Welfare Association and 

Domestic Welfare Union‟s Association. 

c. Sensitisation of the residents needs to be undertaken as they are prejudiced against the 

Domestic workers accusing them of being from another country only because of their 

religion. 

d. On the other hand I also need to verify the claims of the Residents regarding the 

citizenship status of the Domestic Workers.  

e. Regular briefing to the media about the necessary facts of the case in order to prevent any 

misinformation being circulated. 

f. Taking the case to its logical conclusion after thorough investigation. 

 

Long term Strategy  

a. Getting the Residents Welfare Association to get a police verification done for all the 

domestic workers. 



b. Installing CCTV camera‟s in the buildings. 

c. A grievance redressal platform to be provided to the Domestic Workers in the form of a 

nodal contact point like an NGO. 

d. Sensitisation of the Residents regarding the nationality issues of the Domestic workers. 


